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Abstract:  

 

In unstructured peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, two autonomous peer nodes can be 

connected if users in those nodes are interested in each other’s data. Due to the 

similarity between P2P networks and social networks, where peer nodes can be 

regarded as people and connections can be regarded as relationships, social strategies 

are useful for improving the performance of resource discovery by self-organizing 

autonomous peers on unstructured P2P networks. In this paper, we present an 

Efficient Social-Like Peer-to-peer (ESLP) method for resource discovery by 

mimicking different human behaviours in social networks. ESLP have been simulated 

in a dynamic environment with a growing number of peer nodes. From the simulation 

results and analysis, ESLP achieved better performance than current methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks attract attentions worldwide with the great success in 

file sharing networks (such as Napster, Gnutella, Freenet, BitTorrent, Kazaa, and 

JXTA). As a major design pattern for future systems opposite to the traditional client-

server paradigm, research on P2P networks is extremely important and could possibly 

radically alter the way of day-to-day use of computer systems. 

Efficient resource discovery remains a fundamental problem for large-scale P2P 

networks. In contrast to P2P networks, people in social networks can directly contact 

some acquaintances that potentially have knowledge about the resources they are 

looking for. Similarly to social networks where people are connected by their social 

relationships, two autonomous peer nodes can be connected in unstructured P2P 

networks if users in those nodes are interested in each other’s data. The similarity 

between P2P networks and social networks, where peer nodes can be regarded as 

people and connections can be regarded as relationships, leads us to believe that 

human strategies in social networks are useful for improving the performance of 

resource discovery by self-organising autonomous peer nodes on unstructured P2P 

networks. 

The theories of small world networks [1-2] in social sciences have been already 

applied to the system design of P2P overlay networks [3-9]. However, most studies of 

constructing small world behaviours on a P2P topology are based on the concept of 

clustering peer nodes consciously into groups, communities, or clusters (e.g. [4-6]). 

Studies like [7-9] have explored the possibility of building an information sharing 

system by clustering peer nodes into different groups according to their interests. 

However, maintaining an additional multilayer structure over dynamic P2P networks 

will also introduce extra overhead [9]. The simple community formation and 

discovery becomes much more complex due to the lack of a central server. A large 

communication overhead is required to compensate for the server even when 

operating with information dissemination techniques (e.g. Gossiping and Rumour 

Spreading [10]) and compact data structures (e.g. Bloom Filters [11]).  

To address this problem, an Efficient Social-Like Peer-to-peer (ESLP) model for 

resource discovery is presented in this paper by mimicking different human 

behaviours in social networks. Once a peer node finds a files it is looking for, the peer 

node can download it, save it or discard it, which will not be discussed in this paper.  

The ESLP is based on our preliminary work on Social-P2P [12], which can be 

deployed on top of any unstructured P2P networks to improve the performance of 

resource discovery. Unlike previous models, we do not intentionally construct peer 

communities. In contrast, ESLP gives peer nodes a social network and let them meet 

and get to know each other. Peer nodes that have the same interests will gradually 

connect to each other and form peer communities spontaneously, which can 

maximally avoid problems of previous community-based P2P systems. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related 

work. Section 3 presents the ESLP algorithm. Section 4 describes our simulation 

methodology. Simulation results are analysed in Section 5 and we conclude the work 

in Section 6. 
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2. RELATED WORK 

2.1. Unstructured P2P Search 

Existing solutions for resource discovery in P2P systems can be classified into two 

categories: structured and unstructured P2P systems. Each structured P2P system (e.g. 

Chord [13], CAN [14], and Pastry [15]) has a dedicated network structure on the 

overlay network. In contrast, unstructured P2P systems (e.g. Gnutella) do not control 

data placement and are resilient in dynamic environments. Although current search 

methods in unstructured P2P systems are heterogeneous and incompatible, most of 

them are dedicated to solving the observed issues of blind flooding mechanisms and 

generally can be classified into the following approaches according to their design 

principles. The first approach enables peer nodes to create query routing tables by 

hashing file keywords and regularly exchanging those with their neighbours (e.g. 

[16]). Peer nodes normally maintain additional indices of files offered by their overlay 

neighbours or neighbours’ neighbours within a specific distance. A peer node can 

decide which peer nodes to forward a query to by using this additional information. 

The second approach is based on hierarchical architecture by reorganising peer nodes 

into a two-level hierarchy with supernodes and leaves. Supernodes are capable and 

reliable peer nodes that take more responsibility for providing services in P2P 

networks.  

The third and fourth approaches are closely related to the algorithms we are 

presenting in this paper. In many P2P applications, topology determines performance. 

The third approach improves network performance by adapting and optimizing the 

overlay topology (e.g. [17-18]). In ESLP, the connections of peer nodes are adaptive 

with cached knowledge and only a number of associated connections are kept in each 

node.  

The fourth approach utilizes the historic record of previous searches to help peer 

nodes make routing decisions, Different from self-organizing networks, the search 

algorithms of Adaptive Probabilistic Search (APS) [19] are not allowed to alter the 

overlay topology. In APS, each node keeps an index describing which files were 

requested by each neighbour. The probability of choosing a neighbour to find a 

particular file depends on previous search results.  

NeuroGrid [20] is an adaptive decentralised search system. Unlike previous 

methods, NeuroGrid utilizes the historic record of previous searches to help peer 

nodes make routing decisions. In NeuroGrid, peer nodes support distributed searches 

through semantic routing by maintaining routing tables at each node [21]. Received 

queries are passed to peer nodes directly associated with the requested topic from the 

knowledge index. If not enough matches are found, the algorithm randomly forwards 

the query to peer nodes from the rest of the connected nodes. However, NeuroGrid is 

effective for previously queried keywords only and is not suitable for networks where 

peer nodes come and go rapidly [21]. 

Sripanidkulchai [22] presented a content location solution in which peer nodes 

loosely organise themselves into interest-based structure. When a peer node joins the 

system, it first searches the network by flooding to locate content. The lookup returns 

a set of peer nodes that store the content. These peer nodes are potential candidates to 

be added to a “shortcut list”. One peer node is selected at random from the set and 

added. Subsequent queries will go through the peer nodes in the shortcut list. If a peer 

cannot find content from the list, it will generate a lookup with Gnutella protocol. 
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However, similarly to NeuroGrid, Sripanidkulchai’s model is only effective for 

previously generated queries. 

Semantic Overlay Network (SON) is presented in [23], where queries are routed to 

the appropriate SONs, increasing the performance of recourse discovery in P2P 

networks. Peer nodes are classified strictly into different SONs by node classifier. 

Formation and maintenance of SONs are very expensive in distributed P2P networks, 

which still inherent the same problem of the community-based P2P systems [4-6] 

discussed in Section 1. Similarly to SON, associative overlay [24] is used to organise 

the peer node with different guide rules. Search is conducted through guide rules. 

However, a search within each guide-rule is essentially blind, without a further 

selection algorithm for the nodes in the same area of interest. 

2.2. Small World Networks 

TSN [25] is a social P2P infrastructure, which aims to give computers a 

rudimentary social network. TSN allows applications to work in more humanly 

natural way, seamlessly integrating centralised services and distributed contacts. TSN 

is designed to be configurable and dynamic. Applications can specify their own both 

structures and matching policies for the meta-data. TSN provides a general 

infrastructure for a social peer-to-peer network. However, the search mechanism of 

TSN is very simple, which does not provide any matching policies and node selection 

algorithms for application development. 

Tribler [26] is a social-based P2P file sharing paradigm built on the top of 

BitTorrent. Tribler exploits social phenomena by maintaining social networks and 

using these in content discovery and download. Tribler uses an epidemic protocol 

named Buddycast to discover buddies with similar tastes. By using Buddycast, each 

peer node maintains a list of the top-N most similar peers along with their current 

preference lists. Periodically, each peer node connects to either one of its buddies to 

exchange preference lists, or to a randomly chosen peer node, to exchange this 

information. However, Tribler focuses on cooperative downloading rather than 

resource discovery in P2P networks. The periodical exchange of preference lists 

introduces a potentially large amount of communication overhead as well as new 

security and privacy issues into the system. 

3. ESLP: Efficient Social-Like Peer-to-peer 

In this section, we will reify the social theories that can be used in the resource 

discovery in P2P systems into six social behaviours and then mimick these social 

behaviours in a P2P network. 

3.1. Knowledge Index Creation 

Social behaviour 1: in social networks, people remember and update potentially 

useful knowledge from social interactions, and then random and diffuse behaviours 

gradually become highly organised [27].  

Similarly to people in social networks, each peer node in the ESLP network builds 

a knowledge index that stores associations between topics and the related peer nodes 

by the results of searches. As illustrated in Figure 1, when a peer node receives a 

query, it will first search the local content index to find matched files. If the query 

needs to be further forwarded, the peer node will use the local knowledge index to 

find associated peer nodes using the ESLP routing algorithm and multicast the query 

to these peer nodes. 
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Figure 1. Query initialisation and query processing. 

 

ESLP uses a TTL (Time-to-Live) to prevent infinite propagation. In the ESLP 

network, a newly joined node will send its first query to a set of randomly selected 

peer nodes. As shown in Figure 1, if a search is successful, the requesting node 

updates its knowledge index to associate the peer nodes that have responded data 

successfully with the requested topic and connects to these nodes. The new obtained 

knowledge is stored in the local knowledge index. In the meantime, the requesting 

node also removes invalid cached knowledge according to the results of searches. 

Therefore, peer nodes can learn from the results of previous searches, which makes 

future searches more focused. When more searches have been done, more knowledge 

can be collected from search results. If this process continues, each node can cache a 

great deal of useful knowledge that is useful to quickly find the peer nodes with the 

required data in the future.  

Social behaviour 2: in social networks, some events with associated people fade 

from a person’s memory with time and a personal network is adjustable with changing 

environments.  

Similarly, in ESLP, peer nodes can update their knowledge on other peer nodes 

from daily search results. Some old and invalid knowledge is replaced by new 

obtained knowledge. The invalid knowledge that fails to be updated with daily 

searches will be dropped to the bottom of the knowledge index. The knowledge index 

is maintained in a queue using a Least Recently Used (LRU) policy without duplicates, 

where the most-recently used topic at the top and the least-recently used at the bottom. 

The advantages of LRU for removing old index items is that it has constant time and 

space overhead and can be very efficiently implemented. Since the size of the 

knowledge index of ESLP is finite at each peer node, such oldest knowledge 

(probably out-of-date) will be removed when the knowledge index reaches a 

maximum. 
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Figure 2. A knowledge collection example. 

 

Figure 2 shows an example of knowledge collection process of a peer node. Node A 

with an empty knowledge index searches for the files on the topic “radar remote 

sensing”. Since no information is cached, node A will send the query to the randomly 

selected nodes: node C and node D. Node D further forwards the query to its 

neighbouring node F. In this case, the query is successful at node F. Thus, node F 

responds to node A with the requested topic. Node A then associates node F with the 

topic “radar remote sensing” in its knowledge index. For a following query on “radar 

remote sensing”, node A can find the node F directly associated with the query from 

the local knowledge index and will preferentially send the query to node F rather than 

node C and node D. 

3.2. Query Generation 

In order to efficiently search the network, two kinds of queries will be generated 

according to the different stages of searches known as ordinary query and active 

query. For the ordinary query, the target nodes sharing the desired files will respond 

with the information related to the requested topic only. For the active query, the 

target nodes will not only respond to the requested topic but also inform the originator 

of other associated topics it shares in the same interest area. An interest area in ESLP 

is a semantic area with a set of topics. The corresponding interest area of a specific 

topic and the other topics in this interest area can be found from the Open Directory 

[28], which is the most widely distributed data base of Web content with a common 

topic structure. The Open Directory Categories have been widely used in popular 

Internet services, such as Google, Yahoo, ICQ, AOL, MSN. 

As illustrated in Figure 3, when the originator generates a query with the topic 

“radar remote sensing”, a target node that shares the desired files will answer the 

query about “radar remote sensing” as well as the associated topics “optical remote 

sensing”, “laser remote sensing”, and “visual remote sensing” in this interest area. The 

obtained new information will be put into the local knowledge index by the originator 

for future queries. With these active queries, the originator can gather more pieces of 

knowledge from each successful query, but additional traffic will be generated for 

shipping such additional knowledge. The extra traffic could be significant if every 

node generates all queries in this manner, which is difficult to be handled for 

bandwidth-limited networks. In contrast, if we search the network only with ordinary 

queries, each new node accumulates knowledge slowly by gathering one piece of 

knowledge from each successful query, especially for those peer nodes which are 

seldom present or query the network.  
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Figure 3. Ordinary query and active query of ESLP. 

 

To address these issues, ESLP utilizes a trade-off solution for the bandwidth-

limited networks. The recently joined nodes will utilize active queries to quickly 

accumulate a large amount of useful information regarding their interests. After the 

cached knowledge reaches a certain threshold ratio r of the maximum size of the 

knowledge index knowledgenmax_ , the peer nodes will utilize ordinary queries to discover 

the required files with low traffic cost. If the ratio of cached knowledge rrcached ≤ , 

active queries will be used to search the network. Otherwise, an ordinary query will 

be adopted. Moreover, this process is not only applicable for recently joined nodes, 

but also enables peer nodes to quickly recover from unpredictable knowledge loss. 

 

3.3. Semantic Routing Algorithm 

3.3.1 Query Processing 

 
Figure 4. Flowchart of query handling. 

When a peer node receives a query, it will first check whether the message has 

been already received as shown in Figure 4. Redundant messages will be discarded 
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without further processing. Then the peer node will search the local content index to 

find matched files. If the query needs to be further forwarded ( 0>TTL ), the message 

receiver will use the local knowledge index to find associated peer nodes from the 

local knowledge index using the ESLP routing algorithm and multicast the query to 

these peer nodes as shown in Figure 2. 

Social behaviour 3: in a social network, communities are self-organised with 

regard to the common interests. In the ESLP network, because links between peer 

nodes are built according to the results of searches, a node has more probability to 

link to other peer nodes with the same interests, which have files of interest to 

him/her, with a high degree of likelihood. Therefore, peer nodes that have the same 

interests are highly connected to each other and form a virtual community 

spontaneously, which is a similar environment to Watts’s model [2] in social 

networks.  

3.3.2 Adaptive Forwarding 

Analogously to social networks, ESLP utilises a semantic approach to route 

queries to a selected subset of neighbouring nodes on the P2P overlay. In addition, 

ESLP also involves a dedicated strategy to address the network overload problem of 

some existing P2P systems (e.g. Gnutella).  

 

Figure 5: Comparison of static routing and adaptive routing (a) a static 

routing strategy (b) an adaptive routing strategy 
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In existing query routing methods (e.g. [21, 29, 30]), the number of peer nodes to 

be forwarded in each hop is usually set to a static value. A fixed number of peer nodes 

are selected in each hop neglecting the probability of finding the requested file in 

these peer nodes. In order to conduct a more efficient search in ESLP, the number d of 

peer nodes to be forwarded is adjustable according to the correlation degree of the 

selected node to the query between a minimal number minD (lower bound) and a 

maximum number maxD (upper bound) in each hop. When the correlation degree of a 

selected peer node is high, there is a high possibility that the selected peer node may 

share a desired file or has the knowledge about who shares the file. The probability of 

forwarding the query to this peer node should also be high by defining a high cut-off 

of node selection. In contrast, if the correlation degree is low, a low cut-off should be 

set to limit the scope of querying. 

Figure 5 shows examples of two routing strategies with a static number of 

receivers per hop (d  = 3) and an adaptive number of receivers per hop (d = 2 ~ 4), 

respectively. In Figure 5, the black dots represent the peer nodes that share the 

requested resources, while the grey dots show the peer nodes that are highly 

correlated with the query and know who has the requested resources. As shown in 

Figure 5, the adaptive routing strategy achieves better search performance by finding 

more target nodes with fewer query messages. 

 

3.3.3 Node Selection 

Social behaviour 4: for resource discovery in social networks, people usually 

recall information in memory to find the right people to contact. The persons recalled 

from memory may directly relate to their requests. For example, Bob wants to borrow 

an Oxford English Dictionary and remembers that he once borrowed it from his friend 

Alice. Therefore, he can directly contact Alice again for the dictionary. However, in 

most circumstances, people cannot find the persons who are directly related to their 

requests, but people can find some acquaintances that potentially have knowledge 

about the resources they are looking for. For example, Bob may never have borrowed 

or he can not clearly remember whether he has ever borrowed an Oxford English 

Dictionary. But he believes his friend Alice, who is a linguist, probably has the 

dictionary or at least she has more knowledge about who has the dictionary. In this 

case, the Oxford English Dictionary is in the area of linguistics and Bob has found 

that Alice has abundant knowledge on the interest area of linguistics from previous 

intercommunications. Alice probably does not have the dictionary, but she will use 

her own knowledge to help Bob find the dictionary with a high likelihood. 

The node selection procedure of ESLP is shown in Figure 6, where n is the 

number of peer nodes that have already been selected to be forwarded in each hop. 
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Figure 6. Flowchart of the node selection procedure 

The routing algorithm of ESLP involves the following three phases in each hop: 

searching for the directly related peer nodes, searching for the correlated peer nodes 

and searching for random peer nodes, from the local knowledge index. When a node 

receives a query which needs to be forwarded, the node routing algorithm firstly 

searches for peer nodes directly associated with the requested topic from the local 

knowledge index and sorts them with the time of receipt. The peer node that is 

inputted or updated most recently will be selected first. These directly associated peer 

nodes have the greatest likelihood of finding the requested files. Hence, at most maxD  

peer nodes will be forwarded.  

However, the success probability of finding maxD  directly associated nodes in the 

first phase is very low, especially for new peer nodes with little knowledge. If there 

are not enough directly associated nodes found in the first phase, the algorithm will 

move to the second phase, which searches for the peer nodes sharing content 

associated with the interest area of the requested topic from the local knowledge 

index. The corresponding interest area of a specific topic and the other topics in this 

interest area can be found from the Open Directory Categories. ESLP users use the 

common topic hierarchy of the Open Directory to generate a query. When a user 

generates a query to search files about the topic “Gnutella”, the query will be 
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constructed as “Computer: Software: Internet: Client: File Sharing: Gnutella”. The 

closest parent directory “File Sharing” is the interest area of the topic “Gnutella”. The 

other topics in the same area (BitTorrent, Gnutella, FastTrack, Napster, Freenet, 

Overnet and eDonkey) will be used in the second phase of node selection. For a given 

query, such as “Apple”, Open Directory will return several options, e.g., 1) 

Computers: Systems: Apple, 2) Home: Cooking: Fruits and Vegetables: Apples, 3) 

Computers: Companies: Apple Inc.. Users need to select one option to continue the 

search. If Open Directory cannot provide any satisfactory category for the query, 

users can also define a category for their own query. 

These peer nodes sharing content associated with the other topics in the same 

interest area of the requested topic will be sorted according to the degree of 

correlation to the interest area of the requested topic. The routing algorithm prefers to 

select the peer nodes with higher degrees of correlation rather than the peer nodes 

with lower correlation. If two or more nodes have the same correlation degree, we put 

the peer node that responded most recently first.  

Social behaviour 5: searching for a piece of information in social networks is 

most likely a matter of searching for an expert on the topic together with a chain of 

personal referrals from the searcher to the expert [31].  

Social behaviour 6: in social networks, a person does not need to tell everybody 

he/she is an expert in the areas which has been indicated with his/her social 

behaviours. 

In the ESLP network, it is not necessary for a peer node to declare its interest since 

that has already been implied by its shared files. If a peer node has a large amount of 

content in a particular area like an “expert”, it is very likely that it will also have 

knowledge or other content in this area. In our simulations, the correlation degree of a 

peer node in a particular area is generated by how many relevant topics in the area the 

peer node is associated with: 
total

matches

n
n

c = , where matchesn is the number of topics in 

this area that the peer node is associated with and totaln  is the total number of topics in 

this area which can be found in the Open Directory. Different from any other P2P 

algorithm, the cut-off criteria d for the second phase are different for different peer 

nodes between maxD  and minD . The cut-off criterion d for a peer node respective to 

the query is determined by the correlation degree of the peer node to the interest area 

of the requested topic with the equation:  

( )( ) minminmax DDDcroundd +−⋅= ,               (1)  

where the function round(x) returns the closest integer to the given value x. When the 

correlation degree of a peer node is very low ( 0≈c ), there is a low likelihood to find 

the requested files from the peer node. Therefore, the probability of querying the peer 

node should be low with a low cut-off ( minDd ≈ ). In contrast, when the peer node is 

highly correlated with the area of the requested topic by matching most topics in this 

area ( 1≈c ), the cut-off of the peer node maxDd ≈ .  
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Figure 7.  The second phase of semantic routing algorithm. 

 

The flowchart in Figure 7 shows the second-phase of the node routing algorithm 

used in our simulations. As shown in Figure 7, the peer nodes associated with the 

interest area of the requested topic are sorted with their correlation degree. Because 

peer nodes are taken from the list in order, the cut-off d will decrease with the 

reducing correlation degrees c of the selected peer nodes (according to Equation 1). 

But n is increased by one for each new node selected. The query will be sent to the 

peer nodes only if the number of forwarded nodes n is smaller than this peer’s cut-off 

to the query d ( dn < ). If dn ≥ , the node selection procedure is completed in the 

second phase.  

If all peer nodes associated with the area of the requested topic ( 0>c ) have been 

taken from the list in the second phase but there are still not enough nodes selected 

minDn < , the selection procedure will move to the third phase to randomly pick up 

peer nodes from the rest of cached peer nodes irrelevant to the requested topic and the 

associated area ( 0=c ) and forward the query to them, until minD peer nodes are 

forwarded ( minDn = ). 
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3.4. Query Routing Example 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8. Examples of query routing. (a) Two nodes are queried. (b) Three 
nodes are queried. 

 

Figure 8(a) illustrates a simple example of query routing with the ESLP algorithm 

where 5max =D  and 1min =D . Suppose node A receives a query with the topic “mini 

satellite”.  In the first phase, node A finds the node C which is directly associated with 

the topic “mini satellite”. Due to maxDn < ( 1=n , 5max =D ), node A will further 

search the local knowledge index for the peer nodes associated with the relevant 

topics “micro satellite”, “nano satellite”, and “pico satellite” from the same interest 

area of the requested topic. In this case, node A gets node D and node E associated 

with these topics from the local knowledge index. Since node D is associated with 

three topics and node E is associated with one topic in the area with four topics, node 

D ( 43=Dc , ( ) 4115
4

3
=+−⋅=Dd ) is more correlated with the interest area of the 

requested topic in accordance with the cached knowledge than node E ( 41=Ec , 

( ) 2115
4

1
=+−⋅=Ed ). Hence, node D will be sorted on top of node E in the list and 

the query will be sent to node D, because the number of forwarded nodes is smaller 

than the cut-off of node D Ddn <  ( ,1=n 4=Dd ). Then 21 =→+ nn  and the 

selection procedure will be completed because Edn ≥  ( ,2=n 2=Ed ). The actual 

number of queried nodes in this case is two. Node D may not have the requested files, 

but it will use its own cached knowledge to propagate the query further and to find 

peer nodes sharing the desired files with a higher likelihood. In this example, node D 

knows that node F is associated with the requested topic and the requested files are 

obtained in node F.  

Figure 8(b) illustrates a similar example, where node E is associated with two 

topics “micro satellite” and “nano satellite” in the same area of the requested topic 

“mini satellite”. node E is also selected in this case, because Edn <  (where 2=n  and 

( ) 3115
4

2
=+−⋅=Ed )) and the actual number of nodes to be queried is three in the 

second example. 
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4. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY 

We evaluate the performance of ESLP by simulations under a dynamic 

environment. The ESLP simulator is programmed using the Java Language. The main 

components are illustrated in Figure 9. 

 
 

Figure 9. Simulator structure. 

4.1. Content Generation and Distribution 

The topic keyword distribution to files is uneven in P2P file-sharing networks, 

where popular topics are widely distributed to files but unpopular topics receive little 

attention by people. In order to build a near-realistic environment, we preferred to use 

the data from the observed networks. The previous studies observed that the 

distribution of keywords in files could be approximated by Zipf’s law in the form of 
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αx
y

1
~ , where y is frequency, x is rank and α  is constant. The estimated distribution 

in the study [33] has been followed in our simulations to generate topic keyword 

distribution to files. In each simulation, we generated 1280 topics, distributed them to 

10,000 files, and each file was assigned two topics. Previous measurement studies 

have shown the distribution of the number of shared files in P2P networks is also 

unbalanced. Some nodes observed in existing P2P networks tend to download a large 

amount of files, but share few files or none at all [34]. In the simulations, we 

implemented the distribution of file sharing in the measurement study [33].  

The measurement study [23] for the music sharing network on Stanford shows 

most peer nodes only shares one or a few styles of music that are highly correlated 

with users’ preferences. In our simulations, each peer node was randomly assigned a 

primary interest area and shared a number of files to the network with a probabilistic 

method: these shared files were mostly relevant to the primary interest area of a node 

with a probability of %  Pf 90= , but occasionally from a random area 

%  Pf 10)1( =− . For the file relevant to the primary interest area, at least one of the 

topics of the file should be in the interest area of the hosting node. A total of 16 

interest areas were generated and each covered 80 topics.  

4.2. Search Network 

In each time step of the simulations, we randomly chose an online node as the 

requesting node and started a search with a topic. The requested topic was generated 

with a probabilistic method: the topic is randomly selected from the current primary 

interest area of the requesting node with a probability sP  ( %90 Ps = , if no other 

value is specified), but sometimes from a random area with a probability of ( sP−1 ). 

Each query was tagged by a TTL to limit the life time of a message to three hops in 

the simulations. The generated queries were propagated with the ESLP routing 

algorithm. The performance metrics discussed in Section 4.5 were recorded and 

statistically analysed. Even though request frequency is variable for different users in 

different periods, the study [32] observes that each peer node generates an average of 

two requests each day. This has been implemented in our simulations. Each 

simulation day is set as 2000 time steps. 

4.3. Topology Initialization and Evolution 

The studies in [30, 24] suggested that some P2P file-sharing networks (e.g. 

Gnutella) are scale-free networks where the connectivity of peer nodes follows a 

scale-free power-law distribution: γα −⋅= kkp )( . The probability )(kp  that a node in 

the network connects with k other nodes is proportional to γ−
k . The factors affecting 

the distribution of connectivity are various (e.g. preference to early entrants, 

preference to more powerful and well-connected nodes, preference to nodes sharing 

more useful content, etc). Therefore, it is unreasonable to generate a random power-

law distribution of connectivity in the simulations irrespective of other characteristics 

of peer nodes. In order to better observe the evolution of network topology in the 

simulations, we started from a small-size random network (with 100 nodes). Each 

peer node randomly connected to four peer nodes bi-directionally to generate a 

random topology. Each peer node kept about eight links at start-up of the simulations. 

Since there have been no interactions between peer nodes in the beginning of each 

simulation, each peer node kept an empty knowledge index which can contain a 
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maximum of 1000 entries between topics and associated peer nodes (if no other size is 

specified). The threshold ratio r of ESLP is defined as 80%.  

Some popular P2P networks are growing very fast on the Internet [35]. However, 

some measurement studies (e.g. [36]) observed that the size of some mature P2P 

networks stay constant. The phenomenon of quick growth to stability has not been 

considered by most P2P simulations. In our simulations, we simulated a growing 

network started with a small set of peer nodes (100 nodes). A number of peer nodes 

(30 nodes) joined the network every day in the first month until the network reached 

1000 nodes. Then the network became a mature network with 1000 nodes, but the 

peer nodes were still present and absent from the network frequently as described in 

the next paragraph. We ran simulations to trace the results of about two months. Five 

independent simulation runs are performed in each experiment.  

4.4.  Network Churn Generation 

In the dynamic and unpredictable Internet environment, network churns are 

usually caused firstly by peer nodes frequently going online and offline and secondly 

by content sharing and removing. The study [36] measured network churns by using a 

user ID instead of an IP address that was used in previous measurement studies (e.g. 

[34]). IP address aliasing is a significant issue in the deployed P2P systems (almost 

40% of peer nodes use more than one IP address over one day according to their 

measurements). Therefore, our simulations followed the availability distribution of 

peer nodes in the study [36], where about 50% of peer nodes are presented less than 

30%. 

The research in [37] argued that user interest shift is a vital factor for P2P file-

sharing networks, especially in today’s dynamic information era. The semantic areas of 

interests may be stable, but interests of peer nodes are dynamic. To address this issue, 

1% of peer nodes randomly shifted their interest each day in the simulations, if no 

other setting is mentioned. Their major requests and additional file sharing will follow 

the new interests after shifting interest. Content sharing of each peer node is changing 

with time and users’ interest, which has seldom been considered by previous P2P 

simulations. To simulate the dynamics of file sharing, we randomly picked 1% of peer 

nodes to share an extra 10% files to the network and 1% of peer nodes to remove 10% 

of shared files from the network every day. Network churns in this case could affect 

the “correctness” of information in the knowledge index. The selected peer nodes that 

previously had the requested files could be offline from the network at the moment of 

requesting. Or, the requested files that were previously available on the selected peer 

nodes could have already been removed from the network.  

4.5. Performance Metrics 

Performance was evaluated with the following measures:  

• Recall: the ratio of the number of found files to the number of all matched files in 

the network. 

• Average path length of searches: the average distance from the query originator to 

the targeted node which first finds a matched file. If none are found, the average 

path length of the search is set as four ( 1+TTL ) in the simulations. This metric is 

used to measure the speed of resource discovery. 

• Recall per visited node. 

• Average number of found files. 

• Number of visited nodes.  
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• Number of query messages. 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 

We compared the performance of ESLP with two relevant methods: RAN and 

NEURO, and two derived methods: OSLP and ASLP:  

• OSLP: search the network with ordinary queries only. OSLP is a special type of 

ESLP with the threshold ratio %0=r . 

• ASLP: search the network with active queries only. ASLP is a special type of ESLP 

with the threshold ratio %100=r . 

• RAN: a constrained Gnutella-like routing strategy. Received queries are randomly 

passed to Dmin connected peer nodes. 

• NEURO: NeuroGrid [20] routing strategy.  
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(f) 

Figure 10. Performance comparison. (a) Recall. (b) Number of found files. (c) 
Average path length of searches. (d) Number of visited nodes. (e) Number of 

query Messages. (f) Recall per visited node.  
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5.1. Performance Evaluation 

From the results in Figure 10, OSLP achieved better performances than NEURO 

and RAN by finding more files (as shown in Figure 10(a) and (b)) more quickly (as 

shown in Figure 10(c)). In Figure 10(a), the maximum possible recalls are all below 

31%, because a large amount of files are available on a large number of offline nodes. 

Since many new files are added into the network by newly joined peer nodes, the 

recall decreases during the network growing period, while the number of found files 

keeps increasing. Because ASLP and ESLP can quickly accumulate a large amount of 

useful knowledge about the location of the relevant files in a short term, the average 

path length of searches quickly decreases to just above one, as shown in Figure 10(c). 

As shown in Figure 10(d) and (e), OSLP will visit more peer nodes and need a few 

more query messages introduced by the second step of node selection procedure, but 

the search efficiency of OSLP is still better than NEURO by achieving higher recalls 

per visited peer node as shown in Figure 10(f). At the early stage of searches, it is 

very difficult for peer nodes to find directly associated nodes with the requested topic 

from the local knowledge index by using either OSLP or NEURO methods due to the 

limited knowledge cached, but OSLP are capable of retrieving the peer nodes which 

share associated files with the relevant topics more often. These selected peer nodes 

which are highly correlated with the interest area of the requested topic have more 

knowledge about the query than random nodes. Therefore, OSLP can find the 

requested files more efficiently with the same knowledge. More successful searches, 

in turn, help to build the knowledge index more efficiently. Therefore, OSLP have 

better search capabilities and better knowledge-collecting capabilities. With these 

advantages, OSLP achieved better performance than the other methods.  
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Figure 11. Average traffic generated per query. 
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Figure 12. Recall with standard deviation. 
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With active social behaviours, ASLP and ESLP can more quickly establish a 

knowledge index than OSLP by gathering more pieces of knowledge from each 

successful query. Threshold r can be set according to the network bandwidth. ASLP is a 

special type of ESLP with the threshold ratio %100=r . As shown in Figure 10(d), 

ASLP (with %100=r ) is recommended for the network with abundant bandwidth, 

because ASLP  achieved the best performance by finding more requested files as 

shown in Figure 10(d).  

Figure 11 shows the average traffic generated per query, where we obey the 

structure of Gnutella query and response messages and the length of a topic is set as 

50 characters. As shown in Figure 11, the traffic generated by each ASLP query is 

increasing to a significant value by visiting more peer nodes and transferring more 

information, which can be a heavy traffic load for the network when many queries 

occur in the network at the same time. By defining %80=r , the performance of ESLP 

has been clearly improved with little more traffic compared to OSLP ( %0=r ), 

especially in the early stage of searches. Therefore, ESLP with threshold %80=r  is a 

good trade-off solution for the bandwidth-limited networks which can achieve a good 

performance at a small traffic cost. Uncertainties in the simulation data of ESLP, 

NEURO and RAN are measured by standard deviations, which have been shown in 

Figure 12. Since many peer nodes are joining the network at the first month, the 

uncertainties of data in the growing network are more significant than that in the mature 

network. 

5.2. Knowledge Updating 
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(b) 

Figure 13. (a) Number of found files with ASLP with and without extra 
knowledge update. (b) Total of messages generated in every 3 days. 

The validity of cached knowledge could be a potential problem due to network 

churns. Change handling in distributed system is a difficult task though it is often 

necessary [38]. In this section, an extra periodical knowledge update strategy is 

applied to the system to address this issue. In the simulations, each peer node 

periodically updated its local knowledge index to remove invalid knowledge every 3 

days by querying all cached nodes in the local knowledge index. As shown in Figure 

13(a), the performance of ASLP and ESLP was only improved a little by using the 

extra knowledge update due to their own self-update capability.  

As shown in Figure 13(b), much more network traffic was generated by these 

knowledge updating messages. With ASLP and ESLP, peer nodes can update their 

knowledge about other peer nodes from daily search results. Some old and invalid 

knowledge is replaced by new obtained knowledge. Moreover, some invalid 

knowledge that fails to be updated will be dropped to the bottom of the knowledge 

index. With the LRU strategy, such knowledge will be removed when the knowledge 
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index reaches a maximum. Since the extra knowledge update generates significant 

traffic with little performance improvement as shown in Figure 13, there is no need 

for ASLP and ESLP to cooperate with an extra knowledge update in this case. 

5.3. Topology Evolution 

In Watt’s model [2], a small world network is a kind of network with a high 

clustering coefficient of nodes and a short average path length to other peer nodes. 

These two properties of small world networks were recorded to monitor topology 

evolution in the simulations:  

• Average path length to nodes: the average of the shortest distances between any two 

peer nodes in the simulation network.  

• Average clustering coefficient: the average of the clustering coefficients of all nodes 

in the simulation network. The clustering coefficient of a node is the proportion of 

the links between nodes within its neighbourhood divided by the maximum number 

of links that could possibly exist between them. 
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(b) 

Figure 14. Topology Evolution. (a) Average clustering coefficient. (b) Average 
path length. 

 

Figure 14(a) and (b) show the clustering coefficient and the average path length to 

nodes observed in the simulations. As shown in Figure 14(a), the clustering 

coefficients of ESLP are greater than other routing methods.  Figure 15(a) shows the 

clustering coefficients of ESLP to those of randomly connected networks with the 

same number of nodes and connections. The clustering coefficients of the randomly 

connected networks, with the same number of nodes and connections as the ESLP 

simulation networks, are given by the equation: [39] NkC /≈ , where k  is the 

average node degree and N is the total number of nodes in the network. As shown in 

Figure 15(a), the clustering coefficients of ESLP are much greater than those of the 

randomly connected networks with the same number of nodes and connections. 
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(b) 

Figure 15. (a) Clustering coefficient comparison between ESLP and a random 
network with the same number of nodes and connections. (b) Evolution of 

average node degree.  

Even though the network size increases quickly at the early stage of the 

simulations, the average path length to nodes of ESLP and NEURO only increases a 

little (Figure 14(b)) due to the increasing connectivity of the network (Figure 15(b)). 

The average path lengths to nodes of ESLP are only slightly smaller than those of 

NEURO method. However, by using different routing strategies, their search 

performances are clearly different as shown in Figure 10. From the results shown in 

Figure 14 and 15, we can see that the small-world phenomenon also appears in the 

ESLP with a high clustering coefficient of nodes and a short average path length to 

other peer nodes. 

5.4. Knowledge Size 
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Figure 16. Number of found file with different sizes of knowledge index. 

 

Size of lists in the knowledge index is an important parameter, which determines 

the storage overhead required for peer nodes. ESLP allows peer nodes to set 

individual maximum sizes of lists with regard to their capability. However, in order to 

evaluate the effect of size of knowledge index in the simulations, we define a uniform 

size in each experiment and then compare the search performance of ESLP with 

different sizes. 

Figure 16 shows the number of found files by ESLP where each node has a 

knowledge index containing a maximum of 30, 300, or 1000 entries (pairs) between 

topics and associated peer node addresses. Clearly in Figure 16, the requesting nodes 

have more difficulty finding the requested files from the nodes with less knowledge. 

We also compared the search performance by using the knowledge index with a 
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maximum of 1000 entries and the infinite-size knowledge index (with the same 

adaptive threshold 800max_ =⋅ knowledgenr entries). Surprisingly, the search performance 

by using the knowledge index with a maximum of 1000 entries achieved a slightly 

better performance than that with the infinite size of knowledge index at the end of the 

experiment, because the peer nodes with the infinite-size knowledge index could have 

difficulty keeping all cached knowledge up-to-date with its own self-update in a 

highly dynamic environment. Hence we defined the knowledge index with a 

maximum of 1000 entries for other experiments, which contains most of the 

commonly used topics that can be kept generally up-to-date. 

5.5. Request Structure and Data Sharing 
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Figure 17. Average path length with different request structures.  

 

ESLP is simulated with different request structures. By using the ESLP simulator, 

the requested topic is selected from the primary interest area of the query originator 

with a probability sP , but is from a random area with a probability ( sP−1 ). In the case 

of %90=sP , 90% of the requested topics are randomly selected from the interest area 

of the query originator. On the contrary, in the case of %0=sP , a purely random 

topic is chosen as the requested topic which is the worst case since the message holder 

cannot benefit from the repeated queries in its interest area.  

Figure 17 shows the results of the average path length of searches by ESLP on 

some representative samples of sP of 0%, 50% and 90%, respectively. In the 

simulations, the request scope was enlarged by setting a smaller sP . Since the 

probability of matching cached knowledge decreases with sP , the average path length 

of each search increases along with sP . But the performance of ESLP is still better 

than that of NEURO even in the worst case of %0=sP  as shown in Figure 17, 

because ESLP can still find the peer nodes that are more likely to share the request 

files even though the directly associated peer nodes cannot be found from the local 

knowledge index. 
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Figure 18. Recall with different structures of data sharing. 

 

The effect of the simulation parameter Pf is also evaluated in the simulations. As 

shown in Figure 18, the recall decreases by setting a smaller Pf. However, the 

performance of ESLP is also better than that of NEURO even in the case of %0=fP , 

since ESLP is able to find the peer nodes that potentially have the knowledge about 

queries. According to the results shown in Figure 17 and 18, peer nodes are generally 

more difficult to target the requested files in the network where users have very wide 

interests. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WROK 

Due to the similarity of social networks and peer-to-peer networks, we believe and 

demonstrate that human strategies in social networks are useful for improving peer-to-

peer resource discovery by building a social-like peer-to-peer network. In this paper, 

we present ESLP for resource discovery by self-organizing autonomous peers with 

social strategies. ESLP is a self-adaptive algorithm. The number of peer nodes to be 

forwarded in each hop is adaptive according to the correlation degree of the peer node 

to the query. Moreover, the different types of queries are also utilised in accordance 

with different search stages, which enables peer nodes to accumulate knowledge 

efficiently with low communication cost. ESLP is also a self-organising algorithm, 

peer communities are formed and maintained spontaneously, where peer nodes are 

self-organised based on their daily intercommunications. Each peer node can 

automatically detect potential interests of other peer nodes in the network according to 

their previous behaviours and preferentially links to the peer nodes that have similar 

interests. Global behaviours then emerge as the result of all the local behaviours that 

occur. Finally, the peer nodes with similar interests will be highly connected to each 

other. 

ESLP has been simulated, as well as the derived strategies: OSLP and ASLP, in a 

dynamic environment with a growing number of peer nodes. From the simulation 

results and analysis, these social-like peer-to-peer algorithms achieved better 

performances, more quickly targeted more requested files and more efficiently 

established a knowledge index about the locations of files than current methods. ESLP 

achieves a cost-effective performance by quickly finding the desired files with a small 

traffic cost.  

In future work we will further optimize and extend social-like peer-to-peer 

algorithms to deal with more complex queries and cooperate with semantic languages. 

The algorithms will also be simulated in a larger-scale peer-to-peer system over 

longer periods. Since resource and service discovery in Grid networks involves a lot 
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of elements in common with resource discovery in P2P networks, ESLP is also 

applicable for service discovery in the Grid networks with numerous service 

providers. We will try to extend current Grid standards, especially for resource 

descriptions and annotations, by including additional attributes for peer’s 

specifications. With cooperation of Grid networks, the usage of P2P networks could 

be broadened from simple file provision to more advanced services, such as sharing 

redundant computing power for complicated scientific calculation and sharing extra 

bandwidth for real time video transmission. 
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